How We
Work with
Trade Partners

FORMKITCHENS
.COM

We believe that well-designed spaces improve people’s lives.
Our goal is to make smart, modern, functional design more affordable
and more accessible. We started by streamlining the design process,
and building digital tools to make it more delightful for all. And because
of our direct-to-consumer model, we can offer the same high-end
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European cabinetry as other studios for 20-40% less.

Fully-assembled cabinetry, backed
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The FORM System

Our comprehensive system allows you
to maximize the space you have.

We use the same components as other
high-end European manufacturers.

Storage & Closet Solutions

Bathroom Vanities
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Cabinetry for
the Whole Home

Laundry & Mudroom Areas

"I love all the practical storage solutions in this
kitchen; you can't say you don't have enough storage."
Josh and Brad are designers and developers who take significant-yet-outdated homes
and turn them into modern masterpieces.  

Finish
Flat Panel,
Grey Slate Reproduction
Graphite Black Ultra Matt
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Handle Type

Features

Recessed Handle

Paneled Appliances
Under Cabinet Lighting
Base Unit Pullouts

Project Spotlight

Philadelphia, PA

“It’s truly a beautiful and functional kitchen
that you’re just not seeing in other new builds.”
Alejandro Lara is a boutique developer in DC with an architect's eye. 

He used FORM to update this storied row home and give it a kitchen

with the functionality that a modern family craves.  

Finish
Flat Panel,
Alpine White Supermatt
Slate Grey Supermatt
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Handle Type

Features

Recessed Handle

Paneled Appliances
Under Cabinet Lighting
Base Unit Pullouts

Project Spotlight

Washington DC

FORM's

Trade
Design
Service
Our team of architects and
designers work with you to
bring your drawings to life.
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Send plans and project
information to:
trade@formkitchens.com

FORM will schedule a call to discuss the
project and provide an initial estimate
based on agreed upon speciﬁcations.

You can also book a free project
consultation to learn more about FORM,
our products and our process below.
↳ BOOK FREE CONSULTATION

1.
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2.

Getting Started

3.

Target Budget:
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↑
To provide an accurate estimate we
require dimensioned architectural plans,
ﬁnish and handle type selections, a target
budget and timeline.
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What We Need From You

↑
Interior elevations, photos of space,
inspiration imagery, or other project related
documentation are always helpful.
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Project Consultation

Detailed Design

Quality Control

Work through FORM’s design process with your
dedicated Trade Designer, which includes an
Initial Design and up to 3 revisions. For each
round you’ll receive standard renderings, 2D
drawings and itemized cost breakdowns.


Jump on a call with a FORM Trade Designer to
review your project plans, order samples and
receive a complimentary design proposal and
initial estimate.


Order Placement

FORM’s Technical Team conducts a
comprehensive review of your project, ensuring
all details are correct before we proceed to
manufacturing.


We submit your project to the factory after order
balance payment. You’ll then be introduced to
FORM’s Customer Success Team to support you
through the manufacturing, delivery and
installation phases.



Trade Deposit and Sample set are deducted from
your order balance

Additional revisions are available for $199
Sample sets are 3 for $90

To move forward we ask for a 5% Trade Deposit
1.
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Photorealistic rendering are
available in sets of 5 for $299
2.

How it Works

Guaranteed delivery dates are provided upon factory
confirmation

Typical turnaround time is 2 days
3.

4.

Delivery Date Guarantee

For every business day your order is late,

we refund 1% of the project cost.



Once the order is conﬁrmed by the
factory, you will receive an
expected delivery date.

A customized installation
pack is included with every
cabinet order.

Best in class virtual customer
support is available during
delivery and installation.

Shipping within the
continental US is included.
1.
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2.

Delivery & Install

3.

FORM's

Referral
Program
Earn 5% of project value by
referring clients to FORM’s
Homeowner Design Service.  
This is for homeowner
clients who want to work
directly with our designers.
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The FORM Homeowner Design Service was 
developed for homeowners without concrete 

plans and can be thought of as the full experience. 
They’ll work 1:1 with a FORM designer and receive 


Referring a homeowner is as simple as:

photo-realistic renderings.

More information is available
on our how it works page.
Please note, the homeowner must be on every call. If the Homeowner
prefers to not be on calls, we encourage you to consider our FORM
Trade Design Service.
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How it Works

Email/Introduce your
Homeowner via:
referrals@formkitchens.com

1.

Register and join the FORM
Afﬁliate Program at:
formkitchens.com/afﬁliate

2.

Trade Design Service

Developed for Trade Professionals


Homeowner Referral Service

Developed for the clients of Trade Professionals 

who want to work 1:1 with a FORM Designer

with plans

Description

Description

We partner with you to bring your

We save you time by working 1:1 with your

plans to life with our cabinetry.

client to go through the entire design
process.

Typical design time

Typical design time

2 Weeks

2 Months

Pricing:

Pricing:

discount
discount
discount
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Compare Our Offerings

You get 5% of the total project value for
referring.

Guarantees

Guaranteed

Perfect–ﬁt

25–Year

Delivery Date

Guarantee

Manufacturing
Warranty

We offer industry-leading guarantees
that ensure your satisfaction from
delivery to install and beyond.

formkitchens.com/guarantees

Eco Awards

Blue Angel

PEFC

IF Design

Red Dot Design

We use award-winning materials
and components for every
cabinetry order.

Certiﬁcate

Certiﬁcate

Award

Award

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW
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Why FORM?
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PDF
Catalog

Size
Guide

Case
Studies

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

This catalog is a comprehensive
guide on our cabinetry, finishes,
features and hardware offerings.

View a selection of our most
popular cabinetry modules.

Read about our customer
experiences with FORM.

Quality
Guide

Project
Gallery

Finish
Guide

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

Read about the materials,
construction, hardware,
and quality we stand by.

View our portfolio of current
and completed projects.

Quick guide of our
finishes and handles.

Learn More About FORM
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2023
Upgrade Pack

Closets
Lookbook

Bathroom
Vanity Catalog

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

Quick guide to feature
upgrades available.

A selection of closet solutions that
can be customized to fit your needs.

Versatile vanities fit
for any bathroom.

Bars & Pantries
Lookbook

Media Rooms
Lookbook

↳ VIEW

↳ VIEW

A variety of bar and food storage design
options to fit your needs.


A selection of design ideas

to start an amazing Media Room.

Learn More About FORM

Email us to get started.
trade@formkitchens.com

FORMKITCHENS.COM/TRADE

SCHEDULE FREE CONSULTATION →

